Who we are and what we do
TTTech Industrial aspires to unlock the incredible potential of industrial
automation. It combines transformative technologies with hands-on
experience in critical real-time systems to offer customers flexibility,
reliability and choice. TTTech Industrial works with its customers to
achieve their goals of smarter automation, better data access and
more flexible manufacturing with industrial IoT solutions. Beyond the
manufacturing market, TTTech Industrial also offers robust and reliable
communication for the energy sector, applicable in substation automation and energy management. With product platforms that combine
traditional automation functionality with secure access to IT services
and deterministic connectivity, TTTech Industrial delivers simple and
effective ways to bring IoT to industrial systems.
TTTech Industrial operates under the umbrella of TTTech Group,
a leading provider of safe networked computing platforms, with crossindustry experience from more than 20 years of operation.
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Shaping the future of open and autonomous industry
TTTech Industrial integrates open, standard technologies to offer flexible platforms
for connecting, controlling and managing machines with its product lines Nerve, Slate
and Flexibilis.
Nerve is an industrial edge computing platform that delivers flexibility and openness.
Nerve products provide a software infrastructure for the plant floor and the cloud that
enables users to access data, manage devices and deploy applications remotely.
Slate is a deterministic networking platform that provides comprehensive TSN solutions.
Slate products include TSN Device Solutions, TSN Network Solutions and TSN Network
Software, which enable users to quickly integrate TSN features and easily build
TSN networks.
Flexibilis is a redundant networking product portfolio that offers precision and reliability.
Flexibilis products include FPGA IP cores and software that deliver high-availability
seamless redundancy for a wide range of industrial applications, most notably in the
energy industry.

Advancing safe technologies,
improving human lives.

Offering
Industrial control platforms and real-time networks
Industrial IoT

Deterministic Networking

Redundant Networking

Nerve: industrial
edge computing platform

Slate: comprehensive
OPC UA over TSN solution

Flexibilis: field-proven
HSR/PRP solutions
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